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Typeofdevice Max.filling
quantity

Recommende
dfillquantity

Totalcontents Max.pressure Temperature Weightwhen
empty

Materialoftank

3132 FE / FO 1.5 l 1.25 l 2.0 l 3 bar 30 °C 510 g Polyethylene  

  
 

Welcomeandcongratulations
for purchasing your new FOAMER. Thank you for the trust you have 
shown in our brand. 
Please read these instructions for use carefully before using the 
device and keep them in a safe place. 

Intendedusage
The FOAMER 3132 FO, 3132 FE are intended for foaming of cleaning 
agents, which are recommended for use of the substance manufacturers.  
Please observe the substance manufacturer's safety data sheet. 
Not suitable for, and not to be used under any circumstances for: 
•••• Highly flammable and flammable liquids  
•••• Solvents and liquids containing solvents 
•••• Highly viscous or sticky liquids or liquids that leave residue which 

cannot be completely rinsed out of the device. 
Products other than those as well as usage for purposes excluded 
above are not in conformity with proper use. 
The manufacturer shall not be liable for any resulting damage or for 
unauthorized modifications to the device. 

Yoursafety
Do not leave the devices in the sun.  
Check each time before using: 

•••• Are all parts that are under pressure and convey liquids free of 
damage? 

•••• Are those parts functioning properly? 
Replace devices that are damaged or not functioning properly 
immediately.  
Follow the spray manufacturer’s instructions. 
Do not leave under pressure for an extended period of time. 

Never direct foam at persons, animals or bodies of water. 
Do not unscrew the pump from the tank when device is under 
pressure. 
Do not blow through clogged nozzles or valves with your mouth.  

Makingthedevicereadyforuse
•••• Turn the pressure release valve on the side until the pressure is 

released from the tank. 
•••• Unscrew the pump from the tank. 
•••• Add the spraying liquid to the tank.  
•••• Where appropriate, add cleaning media. 
•••• Screw the pump tightly onto the tank. 
•••• Generate pressure in the tank by activating the pump (max 50 

pump strokes). 

Use
•••• Align the foam nozzle to the area to be sprayed with a distance of 

approx. of 50 / 70 cm. 
•••• For foaming activate the lever on the pump. 
•••• By releasing the lever, the foaming process is interrupted. 
•••• The foam nozzle does not need to be set. 

Afterusage
•••• Turn the pressure release valve on the side until the pressure is 

released from the tank. 
•••• Unscrew the pump from the tank. 
•••• Do not pour residue down the drain! 
•••• Dispose of the residue according to the recommendations of the 

substance manufacturer. 


